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interested in acquiring Swedish language skills and ultimately working in Finland. The 
project lies within the framework of a Finnish immigrant integration program.   
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paign, which was held in November and December of 2011. 
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ried out within the framework of the Vårdsvenska project from a participant’s point of 
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ing an in-depth analysis of the campaign results.  
 
The findings of my research demonstrated that there were positive overall results of 
the promotion campaign. Nevertheless, in this thesis I also provide suggestions for the 
improvement of project promotion in the future.  
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter the background information, the objectives of the thesis, the research 
questions, limitations of the study and the structure of the thesis will be presented. 
 
1.1 Research background and objectives  
 
The rapid development of the online services leads to the growth of the range of ser-
vices the modern Internet sites are offering to their users. The possibilities for web-
based interaction and variety of educating tools help learn new languages, acquire new 
skills, and change their workplaces – in other words, the Internet nowadays can be 
used as a tool for changing lives for better. An increasing number of international pro-
grams and projects with charitable or supportive purposes are now using the Internet 
as a simple and effective tool for reaching their target audience as the number of Inter-
net users worldwide is constantly growing. 
 
The Vårdsvenska project used as a material for this research analysis was run in the 
frames of immigrant integration program in Finland and was developed by three or-
ganizations: 
 
• Learnwell Oy (project idea, coordination and administration) 
• Svenska Kulturfonden (financial investment) 
• Online Revenue Oy (IT and online platform development) 
 
The overall purpose of this research is to define the characteristics of the communica-
tion and provide a deeper understanding of the role of communications within organi-
zations. 
 
The objective of this research is to examine the types, channels and tools of communi-
cation between three abovementioned parties involved in the Vårdsvenska project and 
to analyze the outcomes of the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign held in the 
frames of this project in November and December, 2011. Besides an in-depth analysis 
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of the results of the promotion campaign, I am also providing the findings and rec-
ommendations that might be of use for the company in future. 
 
1.2 Research questions and methods 
 The research questions of this study are to be formulated as follows: 
 
1) What types of the communication channels and tools were used in the 
Vårdsvenska project? 
2) What evaluation can be given to the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign? 
 
For conducting this thesis I chose to use a combination of several research methods. 
The empirical data on the communicative channels was collected in the course of my 
personal observations in the frames of the Vårdsvenska project. As I was personally 
involved in the project operations and had the access to the information and materials 
of the Vårdsvenska project, the observation method was used in in order to provide a 
deeper understanding of the project communications phenomena.  
 
Besides observing the communication channels and tools used in the Vårdsvenska pro-
ject, this research aims at providing an in-depth analysis of project promotion cam-
paign steps with the use of the procedural method. The results of the promotion will 
be evaluated using the quantitative method. 
 
 
1.3 Limitations of the study 
In this research I will be describing the internal and external communication in the 
frames of the Vårdsvenska project from the participant’s point of view and analyzing 
the results of the promotion activity of the campaign held in November and Decem-
ber, 2011 in which I participated in as a project worker. Thus, this research does not 
aim to analyze the final success of the campaign, but to evaluate the results achieved at 
a certain stage of the project promotion.  
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1.4 Thesis structure 
In Chapter 2 I will introduce Learnwell Oy, the commissioning party, provide the in-
formation about the Vårdsvenska project and the project site functions and describe 
my role and tasks in the project. 
 
In Chapter 3 I will discuss the role of the communication, describe communication 
process theories and provide corporate communication types definitions.  
 
In Chapter 4 I will describe external and internal communication types, tools and 
channels, examine the difference between formal and informal communication and 
observe the communication channels and tools used in the frames of Vårdsvenska pro-
ject. 
 
In Chapter 5 I will describe the promotion campaign steps, Vårdsvenska promotion 
plan development, define the target audience and the objectives of the campaign, ex-
amine marketing communication tools, such as direct marketing and online advertising, 
and analyze their role in the Vårdsvenska project promotion. 
 
In Chapter 6 I will provide the information about the Vårdsvenska campaign schedule 
and stages, explain its process and describe the campaign outcomes basing on the sta-
tistics materials of the Vårdsvenska project Internet site and Google Analytics service.  
 
In Chapter 7 I will evaluate my personal input in the Vårdsvenska project site devel-
opment and promotion, discuss the research outcomes, and describe the main prob-
lems faced when working at Vårdsvenska project and my recommendations for the 
further project development. 
 
The materials used in the Vårdsvenska promotion campaign are included in the Ap-
pendix. 
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2 Learnwell Oy and Vårdsvenska project 
In this chapter I am going to introduce Learnwell Oy, the commissioning party, pro-
vide the information about the Vårdsvenska project and the project site functions and 
describe my role and tasks in the project. 
 
2.1 Learnwell Oy 
 
Learnwell Oy is a small-size enterprise operating in Helsinki with three full-time and 
approximately 25 part-time employees. The company provides a wide range of linguis-
tic services, such as language training, translating, proofreading and language teaching 
material creation. Learnwell Oy developed a number of online services for teachers. 
On its biggest site (http://teachers.thelanguagemenu.com, over 19,000 registered us-
ers), the company is actively collecting and distributing material for studying and teach-
ing languages. 
 
The company is occupied in a large number of international and domestic educational 
projects and is cooperating with governmental and non-governmental funds, organiza-
tions and programs such as European Commission, CIMO, Nordplus, Leonardo da 
Vinci, GRUNDTVIG Learning Partnership and Svenska Kulturfonden.  
 
2.2 Vårdsvenska project 
The Vårdsvenska project selected as a material source for this study was coordinated 
by Svenska Kulturfonden and aimed at the integration of the immigrant healthcare 
personnel into the Finnish working community. 
 
The project was developed as a part of immigrant integration initiative in Finland and it 
aims at creating an online platform for the healthcare personal interested in learning 
Swedish and moving to Finland.  The access to all Vårdsvenska project materials and 
site registration is free of charge. The description of the site functions and its users’ 
possibilities will be provided in the chapters below. 
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2.3 Project worker responsibilities 
I joined the project in August 2011 when I started working for Learnwell Oy as a train-
ee during my work placement as a Haaga-Helia student of MUBBA bachelor degree 
program. As I had a chance to accomplish a wide range of tasks in the frames of the 
Vårdsvenska project and I found working at the project very interesting, I chose to use 
it to be the base for my bachelor thesis. 
 
I joined the Vårdsvenska project at the stage when its first levels had already been 
completed. The project Internet site had already been launched, but provided access 
only to limited material and services. 
 
The Internet pages of the Vårdsvenska site had English, Finnish and Swedish versions, 
but did not have a Russian one. As working at the Vårdsvenska project was one of the 
major tasks of the employees of Learnwell Oy during autumn 2011, Russian language 
skills at a native speakers’ level were the requirement I met as a candidate for this posi-
tion. 
 
Besides translations, other tasks in the frames of the Vårdsvenska project were set in 
the sphere of external communications. They included service promotion, attracting 
new users, advertising and dissimilating project results.  
 
 
2.3.1 Project Internet Site and its functions 
 
Vårdsvenska site offers information and tools for health care personnel interested in 
learning Swedish. The content of the site is meant to serve many purposes, providing 
support for those intending to study languages themselves and interested in learning 
cultural information about Finland.  
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The project site services can be divided in three 3 groups: 
 
• online language learning tools (grammar exercises, multilingual dictionary, lin-
guistic games) 
• legal and cultural information (for work migrants intending to come to Finland) 
• networking (online CV creation, job application tool,  tools for users’ interac-
tion) 
 
All these three components were designed to complement each other: with the help of 
online language learning tools users can acquire language skills sufficient for searching 
for an employment in Finland, legal information is meant to help them avoid cultural 
barriers, while networking allows the users create CVs in accordance with general Eu-
ropean guidelines and send them to the potential employees in Finland whose contact 
details can be found in the Vårdsvenska employee’s database.  
 
It would be also necessary to underline the importance of possibility to use all the 
above mentioned types of information as moving to another country is linked to diffi-
culties not only in the language learning, but also in adaptation and overcoming cultural 
barriers.  The Vårdsvenska site offers considerable amount of information on Finnish 
culture and links useful for working migrants as their potential employees such as 
health care institutions for the most part expect the applicants to be able to work suc-
cessfully with such sensitive groups of patients as elderly people. 
 
As the project was developed for the health care personnel intending to move to Fin-
land, its users are provided with an access to written and audio material for learning 
Swedish language in the forms of flash cards, grammar rules and exercises, video and 
audio exercises. 
 
The possibilities for interactive communication at the Vårdsvenska site are presented 
in two categories: 
• interaction with other site users (forum) 
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• interaction with potential employees (online CV creation, access to potential 
employees list)  
 
The Vårdsvenska employer database contains the contact details of more than 2700 
Finnish companies operating in the healthcare field (dental offices, home care hospi-
tals, private health care centers, senior care homes and state run health care centers) 
that can be reached by the site users via email, telephone or mail. The registered users 
also have an opportunity to create a CV online and to send it to the potential employee 
in the corresponding healthcare sphere.  
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3 Communications of  an organization 
In this chapter I will discuss the role of communication, describe communication pro-
cess theories and provide corporate communication types definitions.  
 
3.1 Communication definition and role 
The communication concept is used interdisciplinary and therefore has multiple defini-
tions depending on the field of studies and the theoretical approach. One of the defini-
tions for this term is the following: communication is a complex process of establish-
ing and developing interaction between individuals, including information and actions 
exchange and social perception. Communication is the basis of all human interactions 
and a necessity of life and social order (Watzlawick 1967). In my opinion, this defini-
tion successfully reflects the depth of the communication concept as such – the com-
municators and the communicated messages play the most important role in building 
the society and keeping it united, making it possible to transmit the message and assure 
its successful delivery, and keeping this condition a necessary basis for all communica-
tion types. Though this definition was formulated over 50 years ago, it is still valid for 
describing various types of communication. Regardless technological development and 
acquiring new communication tools, the nature of the concept, its core, remains the 
same.  
 
 
3.2 Communication process  
In order to realize the communications of an organization, it is important to under-
stand the communicational process as such. The description of the communicational 
process will be provided below. 
 
The communicational studies have accumulated a large number of theories and terms 
since the major communication model was introduced by Shannon and Weaver in 
1949 (Shannon 1949).  
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The so-called basic communicational process is a simple structure consisting of the 
following elements: 
 
Sender   Message      Receiver 
   
Figure 1 Communication Model according to Shannon (Shannon 1949) 
  
But communicating is more than just sending a message; it is about sending a message 
through acceptable channels with guaranteed receiving and understanding. Thus, it is 
possible to use a more complex scheme of the communicational process (PMBOK 
2013):  
 
                 Message 
                 Noise 
  Noise      Medium 
 
           Feedback-Message 
 
Figure 2 Communication Model according to PMBOK (PMBOK 2013) 
Despite this model (reflexing a technical view upon the communicational nature) in 
most cases remains the common basis in discussions of communication for different 
researchers, the elements of the communicational dimensions receive different names 
in different theories. By the elements of the model usually the following is meant:  
• source/sender/encoder (the person/source sending the message ) 
• message (encoded information to be communicated) 
• channel/medium (path through which the message is sent)  
• receiver/destination/target/decoder (the person or receiver of the transmitted 
message).  
• encoding (putting the message into a symbolic form) 
• decoding (transforming received message symbols, words and signs) 
• feedback (determination if intended and interpreted message coincide) 
• noise (distractions in the process of the communication) 
 
 
           Sender 
  Encode 
  Decode 
 
 
         Receiver 
  Decode 
  Encode 
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The communication process may be simple, but in most cases its structure is complex. 
The success of the communicational process depends on such factors as the nature of 
the message, its complexity, receivers’ perception and interpretation the environment 
and the level of noise. 
 
Communication as a form of interaction between two and more participants is a natu-
ral and an essential part of the management process in the organization. Since commu-
nication involves information exchange between people which aims at transmitting an 
understandable message, it is possible to describe communication as a process by 
which meaning is assigned and conveyed in an attempt to create shared understanding 
(Robbins 2011). 
 
For companies, as for any other societies or units, communication plays a very im-
portant in role, and communication is a key tool for reaching their goals involving both 
employees and customers. Information exchange is essential for realization of all man-
agement functions (planning, organizing, motivation, control, etc.). Communication is 
a most important condition for reasoned decision making, and it has a leading role in 
interpersonal relationship building and in formation of the corporate image.  
 
 
3.3 Corporate communication types 
Within organizations communication takes a variety of forms, activities and functions 
and their definitions also vary in different research theories. According to Baker (Baker 
2007), the communication in a company may be presented as: 
• management communication, public relations, advertising and personal selling 
• an ingredient of corporate culture 
• central feature of relationships both between employees and with other stake-
holders  
 
The communication acts as a uniting element within the company borders and with the 
stakeholders beyond them. The blend of communication functions is essential for 
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companies of any size, structure or industry of specialization, but the share of this or 
another element in the communicational process will vary.  
 
Today it is possible to state that the economy of a modern enterprise, its dynamics and 
efficiency depend primarily on the employees involved. Practice has proved that a well-
established activity in the field of communications of the enterprise is a prerequisite for 
a successful solution to most possible economic problem.  
 
Within organizations van Riel and Fombrun (van Riel 2007) distinguish three types of 
communication: 
• management communications 
• marketing communications 
• organizational communications 
 
Baker states that management communication can be defined as management use, ad-
aptation and creation of languages, symbols and signs for the effective and profitable 
management of the corporate enterprise (Baker 2007). Smeltzer describes management 
communication as an interdisciplinary field that deals specifically with the communica-
tion of management and managers, communication variables that affect management 
and the practice of communication by managers (Smeltzer 1993).  
 
According to van Riel, marketing communications is the most strategic cluster where 
the communications are taking place between the management level of the company 
(all levels of the business-unit and department managers) and its both external and in-
ternal audiences; marketing communications mainly include communication forms 
supporting  product sales, services and brands; and organizational communications 
comprise public and investor relations, public affairs, corporate advertising, environ-
mental and internal communications (van Riel 2007). Another definition formulated by 
Vuokko states that marketing communication contains the elements that are supposed 
to create the interaction between the organization and its target group that will have a 
positive impact on the results of the company marketing” (Vuokko 2003). 
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A large number of theories developed separate approaches to the organizational com-
munication notion. For instance, Deetz offers three conceptualizations of this term: a 
discipline (a descriptor tool referring to a specific sub-division of the communication 
field), a way to describe an organization (as descriptor for what happens within organi-
zations) and a corporate phenomenon (specific phenomenon or set of phenomena 
occurring within an organization) (Deetz 2001).  
 
Organizational communication represents a subfield of general communication studies; 
it is the consideration, analysis and evaluation of the role of communication in organi-
zational contexts. It can also be described as a process by which the activities of a soci-
ety are collected and coordinated to reach the goals of both individuals and group. This 
type of communication acts as a component of effective management in a workplace 
environment (BusinessDictionary.com 2012).  
 
This multiplicity of approaches and understandings of the nature of the organizational 
communication allow us to define the organizational communication as a higher-order 
unit that would include managing communication and marketing communication as a 
part of the operations in the course of the external communications.  
 
In this study I am using the Juholin’s understanding (Juholin 2009), according to which 
organizational communication covers both external and internal communication within 
an organization, formal and informal.  
 
The communication types will be illustrated in the chapters below in the form of de-
scription of the organizational communication structure, channels and tools used in the 
course of the Vårdsvenska project. I will also provide the detailed analyses of the re-
sults of the promotion campaign of the project as a part of marketing communication 
analyses.   
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4 Communication types, channels and tools 
In this chapter I am going to describe external and internal communication types, tools 
and channels, describe the difference between formal and informal communication and 
observe the communication channels and tools used in the frames of Vårdsvenska pro-
ject. 
 
 
4.1 Internal communication  
Internal communication is a vital part of the company’s communications as well as the 
external communications are. The organization is built on cooperation between its 
segments; these segments are interdependent and share common goals. Well-
developed internal communications help guarantee setting and reaching these goals, 
understanding the corporate vision and objectives. Company’s internal communication 
channels refer to the way the information flows within the organization and it is shared 
by people at all levels within a company.  
 
The selection of the internal communication tools that potentially can be used by 
companies of various sizes and structures can be limited to a certain list and deciding if 
using this or another tool should be necessary is an each company preference. This 
decision depends on the scope of the company’s operations, its size and its organiza-
tional communication strategy.  
 
 K.A. Francis names the following internal communication channels: face-to-face 
meetings, internal emails, newsletters and memos, communications between managers 
and employees, and communications between peers (Francis 2013).  
 
Thornton provides an exhausting list of the internal communication tools and the de-
scription of their uses; amongst the tools she mentions employee publications, compa-
ny intranet, emails, memos, large and small group meeting, letters, face to face meet-
ings, videos, grapevines, displays, bulletin board, webinars and social media (Thornton 
2013). 
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4.2 Formal and Informal communication 
Both internal and external communication channels can be additionally subdivided into 
formal and informal ones determining their formality type.  
 
Communication through formal channels in the organization takes place along the 
lines of authority created by the management. This type of communication is usually in 
writing and takes different forms, e.g. policy; memoranda, procedures, manuals and 
rule books, reports, etc. As for the informal communication, it takes place through the 
channels that fall outside the formal ones and is usually carried out in the form of 
emails, messages, phone calls and grapevine.  Internal communication is based upon 
the social relationships of company members and do not follow lines of authority as is 
the case of formal communication. 
 
The internal communication of the company is often a subject for additional subdivi-
sion in accordance with the direction of information flows. Traditionally, researchers 
distinguish three directions of communication within a company: downward, upward, 
and horizontal (Lunenburg & Ornstein 2008, Canary 2011, Cheney 2011).  
 
Downward communication flow is meant to transmit the information from higher to 
lower organizational hierarchy levels; upward communication flows in the opposite 
direction, from the subordinate employees to the top management; horizontal flow 
allows information exchange between the employees at the same level of the organiza-
tional structure. All these three information flow directions took place in the commu-
nication between the Vårdsvenska project workers. 
 
4.3 Internal and External Communication Grid 
The types of communication and its channels have been researched continuously 
which resulted in different systematization theories. In this study I will use the scheme 
developed by Thill and Bovée (2008) and their presentation of the communicational 
channels in the organization in a form of a grid below:  
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Figure 3. Internal and External communication channels of an organization 
 
Though this scheme does not offer an exhausting list of all communication channels 
and their specification can be continued, in my opinion, its visualization helps develop 
the general understanding of the communication types division. While the channels of 
both external and internal communication undergo constant development due to rapid 
technology evolvement and implementing of new soft and hardware (e.g. video con-
ferencing), the abovementioned grid can be used a base for further spread-out. 
 
The channels of the informal and formal communication in Figure 3 share the majority 
of communication channels, but some differences are also to be mentioned.  For in-
stance, instant messaging is rarely used in the course of formal internal communication 
and, as well as phone calls and face-to-face conversations can be considered informal. 
Coincidently, news releases, letters and advertising are distributed through formal ex-
ternal channels exclusively. 
Planned communications follow-
ing the company’s chain of com-
mand among people inside the 
organization  
Channels: email, memos, con-
ference calls, reports, presenta-
tions, executive blogs 
Planned communications with 
people outside the organization 
Channels: emails, letters, reports, 
speeches, news releases, advertis-
ing, Web sites, executive blogs 
Casual communications among 
employees that do not follow the 
company’s chain of command 
Channels: email, instant messag-
es, phone calls, face-to-face con-
versations, team blogs 
Casual communications with out-
siders (e.g. suppliers, customers, 
investors) 
Channels: email, instant messages, 
phone calls, face-to-face conversa-
tions, customer-support blogs 
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4.3.1 Internal communication in Vårdsvenska 
Due to the high mobility of the employees mainly online solutions have been used in 
the frames of the project made it possible to have simultaneous access to the necessary 
tools from any working places. The online tools were used for both external an internal 
communications. 
 
Amongst the internal communication tools used in the course of the Vårdsvenska pro-
ject the following ones were used: corporate Intranet, emails, face-to-face meeting, in-
stant messaging, text messages and social media. These tools are described in the sub-
chapters below. 
 
Corporate Intranet 
The first Corporate Intranets appeared in the late 1990 and were primarily used as in-
formation storages. They were mainly electronic bulletin boards, whose standards and 
purpose varied significantly (Juholin 2006). The Intranet’s functions remind ones of 
the Internet’s, but the former contain the information and tools necessary in everyday 
work of the company’s employees, it can be seen as both an information channel and 
an environment in which to operate (Juholin 2006). This Intranet possibility has com-
pletely revolutionized internal communication structure. 
 
The main functions of Intranet are to distribute and to store information, creating an 
electronic interaction as the stored information is simultaneously available to compa-
ny’s employees.  
 
Learnwell Oy used corporate Intranet as an online archive for storing customers, mar-
keting, financial and other projects information. By the time I joined Vårdsvenska pro-
ject, the company has already created an Intranet page for the Vårdsvenska project. 
This Intranet page was used for archiving purposes exclusively. Any new data on the 
project was instantly uploaded by the project workers to the corresponding folders and 
backed up on the company server to ensure data safety. I was assigned full users rights 
to access project information, while the head of the company, Ms Gelfdren, and the IT 
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manager, Mr Viitala, had admin rights. The full user rights allowed the employee up-
load, download and modify information stored in archives, while an admin user could 
also register and delete other users as well as modify their profiles and access rights. 
 
Email 
E-mail is one of the most effective communication channels, with the help of which 
the communication is carried out in all three information flow directions within an or-
ganization.  
 
Learnwell Oy used its own corporate domain name (learnwell.fi) and provided the ac-
cess to the project worker’s email accounts via Gmail online email service. Special pro-
ject email addresses for the Vårdsvenska project purposes exclusively were not created; 
employees involved in the Vårdsvenska project were using the general corporate email 
boxes (e.g. julia.learnwell@gmail.com or julia@learnwell.fi). These email boxes were 
used both for internal communication (correspondence with other project participants) 
and for external communication (sending out promotional material to the target audi-
ence, correspondence with company customers and project users).   
 
Instant messaging 
Instant messaging tool of the Google’s mail chat service and the one of the Skype ser-
vice were used for interaction between the Vårdsvenska project participants as they 
offered quick and efficient transmission of the messages between its users. The instant 
messengers were used for carrying out less formal communication, and in case of ur-
gent matters that required immediate response provided that it was not possible to 
reach a project worker by phone if he/she was online. The instant messengers were 
especially demanded when some of the company members were on business trips and 
their laptops/mobile phones were connected to Internet.  
  
Phone and text messages 
The internal communication in the frames of the Vårdsvenska project was carried out 
also by the means of the corporate phones provided to the company employees and 
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was carried out through both telephone calls and messages. This communication 
channel was used only in urgent cases, with the preference given to communication by 
email. 
 
Video conferencing 
In several cases there was a necessity for the project discussion with the presence of 
multiple Vårdsvenska project workers at the time it was not possible to gather them for 
a meeting at the company premises. In these situations the conversation was organized 
virtually via the Skype video conferencing service. The video conferences were always 
scheduled in advance, and the meeting usually gathered 4-5 participants.  
 
File Sharing Tools 
Dropbox  
Dropbox is a file hosting service offering cloud data storage and its synchronization 
between different users. Dropbox allows creating special folders on separate comput-
ers so that these folders appear to be the same one containing the same data regardless 
the computer used for access to this folder. Files in these folders are accessible online 
and in a form of mobile phone applications. 
 
In the frames of Vårdsvenska project Dropbox online service was used as an internal 
communication tool for uploading, sharing and tracking changes in the material be-
tween the project workers. It was mainly used when working with multiple separate 
files, such as language audio material, due to high serviceability of this tool and possi-
bility to maintain folders simultaneously with other project participants. 
 
Scribd site 
Scribd.com is a document-sharing website that allows users to post documents in vari-
ous formats and download them.  In the frames of Vårdsvenska project all the lan-
guage study material (such as spread sheets, flash cards and grammar exercises also 
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available on the Vårdsvenska Internet site) was uploaded to the Scribd project folder in 
a printable format and was open for downloading. 
 
4.4 External communication 
External communication plays an essential role in the company’s position on the mar-
ket. Establishing and developing business relationships is the main goal for any com-
pany operating on the market. Thus, for any organization communication is important 
not only as a tool for establishing effective internal operations, but it is also crucial for 
the promotion possibilities of goods in the market environment. 
 
External communication takes place between the company and the parties outside the 
company, such as suppliers, customers, and investors. Unlike internal communications, 
directed at employees to explain policies and procedures, the purpose of the external 
communication of the company is to promote sales and publicity, generate sponsor-
ship, announce events, products or services and support branding (Duggan 2013).  
 
Companies use various means of information exchange with their external environ-
ments. For instance, with the potential consumers of the produced goods or services 
the companies communicate through advertising and other tools of promotion and 
carrying out the surveys; much attention is also paid to creation of the positive compa-
ny’s image which is usually taken care by the Public Relations departments.  
 
External communication is designed to attract customers, partners and suppliers to 
conduct profitable business transactions though its channels. Due to the constant 
technological development, the list of external communication tools is constantly 
changing. For example, amongst external communication tools Duggan names email, 
newsletters, advertisements, posters, brochures (Duggan 2013). This list can be contin-
ued in accordance with Francis’s classification: public relations statements, press re-
leases, marketing materials, commercials, and articles and books written by or about 
the business are all examples of external communication (Francis 2013). Forms of mul-
timedia marketing include external communication tools, such as customer and suppli-
er Web sites. 
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4.4.1 External communication in Vårdsvenska 
Internet site 
As the main purpose of the external communication in the Vårdsvenska case was to 
attract the maximum number of new users to the project Internet sites and 
acknowledge them with the outcomes of the project, the project website design played 
an important role in creating the project credibility and influence the potential user’s 
decision. Thus, much attention was given to the general site appearance, creation of 
multiple language versions and the quality of the texts published on the site. 
 
Email     
Company email boxes were used as tools for both internal (correspondence with other 
project workers) and external communication (correspondence with company’s clients 
and project users). The promotional material was sent from individual corporate emails 
(e.g. julia@learwell.fi) to the email addresses in the target audience database.  
 
Press-releases 
According to Collins English dictionary, a press-release is an announcement of an 
event, performance, or other newsworthy item that is issued to the press (Collins 
2000). Being a widespread tool in the field of public relations, the aim of the press-
release is to attract media attention, provide publicity for events or products of the 
company. 
 
In the course of the Vårdsvenska promotion, the project press-release was published in 
10 printed and electronic versions of the newspapers. All the press releases were creat-
ed in Swedish and published in the Swedish-speaking media in accordance with Sven-
ska Kulturfonden guidelines. 
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Brochure 
The Vårdsvenska project brochure was created at the beginning of December 2011 
and shortly after that became available for downloading on the official project site as 
well as on the Scribd.com file sharing site. The brochure was printed only in late spring 
2012 and was distributed during the events beyond the frames of the promotion cam-
paign analyzed in this research. The text of the two-page Vårdsvenska brochure in 
English is attached in the Appendix. 
 
4.5 Vårdsvenska Communication Channels Grid 
Basing on the analyses in the sub-chapters above it is possible to give an answer to the 
first research question: What channels and tools were used in the frames of the 
Vårdsvenska project? 
 
Relying upon Thill and Bovée scheme (2008), the communication channels of the 
Vårdsvenska project discussed above can be presented in the form of the following 
grid: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Internal and External communication channels in Vårdsvenska project 
Channels: Corporate Intranet, 
email, document sharing services, 
phone calls and text messages, 
video conferencing, file sharing 
tools (Dropbox and Scribd ser-
vices)   
Channels: project Internet site, 
emails, press releases, project fact-
sheet, brochure, online advertise-
ments 
Channels: email, instant messen-
gers, phone calls, text messages, 
face-to-face conversations 
Channels: were not used 
Internal External 
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5 Campaign planning 
In this chapter I am going to describe the promotion campaign steps, Vårdsvenska 
promotion plan development, define the target audience and the objectives of the 
campaign, examine marketing communication tools, such as direct marketing and 
online advertising, and analyze their role in the Vårdsvenska project promotion. 
 
5.1 Planning the promotional campaign 
 
In this research the promotional campaign steps will be described in accordance to the 
scheme developed by Thornton (Thornton 2013): 
 
Step 1 Communication need identified Why should the communi-
cation be made? 
Step 2 Audience and objectives Who to communicate with? 
What should the target au-
dience do, know, believe or 
understand as a result of 
this communications? 
Step 3 Key messages What important things 
need to be told to the audi-
ence? 
Step 4 Tools and timing How and when will the 
communication take place? 
Step 5 Implementation What are communication 
strategies and tactics de-
ployed? 
Step 6 Measurement/evaluation What are the outcomes? 
Were the objectives 
achieved? If not, why? 
 
Figure 5 The steps of a promotion campaign  
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The scheme offered by Thornton was chosen as one that would correlate well with the 
Vårdsvenska promotional campaigns as it was seen by the CEO Learnwell Oy. This six 
steps structure was used in the Vårdsvenska promotion campaign planning process, 
during the campaign itself and helped evaluate the achieved results. 
 
5.2 Vårdsvenska Promotion plan development 
 
When the task within the promotion campaign was set, I did not receive any limiting 
guidelines to keep to. In the course of campaign it was not required to create any spe-
cial documentation except for building a list of the contacted individuals and organiza-
tions. Thus, I was free to make the choice of the campaign strategy and implementa-
tion, basing on my personal understanding of the requirements of a campaign of this 
type. The approach shown in Figure 5 helped me understand what the elements of the 
Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign were and what questions needed to be taken 
into consideration when carrying out the project promotion campaign. 
 
Basing on the approach proposed by Thornton (Thornton 2013) in Figure 5 above, the 
Vårdsvenska promotion campaign was designed as follows: 
 
 
Step 1 Communication need 
identified 
Communication aims at disseminating the 
information about the project, becoming 
known in the target community and attract 
new users 
Step 2 Audience and objectives Target audience: healthcare personnel (jun-
ior medical staff, nurses, aged care person-
nel) interested in employment in Finland 
Objectives: visiting Vårdsvenska site, learn-
ing Swedish language with the help of the 
online tools offered on the Vårdsvenska 
Internet site and searching for employment 
in the Vårdsvenska database of potential 
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employees in the healthcare field 
Step 3 Key messages The Vårdsvenska site offers healthcare per-
sonnel learning Swedish language with the 
help of a vast variety of online and down-
loadable material for free. All the materials 
are created in order to meet the require-
ments of the field. Vårdsvenska can help 
both acquire new language skills and search 
for employment in Finland. 
Step 4 Tools and timing Tools: direct email marketing and advertis-
ing on professional (medical) and thematic 
forums (healthcare and immigration) 
Timing: promotional material preparation  
(1 week), recipients database creation and 
material distribution (3 weeks) 
Step 5 Implementation Tactics deployed: database marketing (direct 
email marketing), web-based advertising 
(information forums), public relations (crea-
tion and distribution of media releases in 
printed media) 
Step 6 Measurement/evaluation Evaluation of the statistics of the Vårdsven-
ska Internet site with the use of Google 
analytics and by the number of the regis-
tered users 
 
Figure 6 The steps of the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign 
 
The steps of the scheme shown in Figure 6 will be additionally described in the chap-
ters below. 
 
5.3  Target Audience and Objectives 
Finland is a multilingual country with Swedish language being one of the official lan-
guages. As Swedish belongs to the Germanic group of languages, those aiming to 
move to Finland seeking for a work placement were presumed to succeed in acquiring 
Swedish language skills quicker as they might already have some knowledge of English 
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or German, the languages belonging to the same language group. The migrants would 
obviously have to learn Finnish upon their arrival to Finland, but satisfactory Swedish 
skills might be enough for job applications to some of the healthcare organizations. 
The content of the Vårdsvenska project site and the study material were developed in 
order to be universal for all users regardless their cultural background and only their 
mother tongue was taken into consideration when designing the site and creating the 
material.  
 
As it was assumed that the sufficient part of the potentially interested group might 
come from Slavic-speaking countries (e.g. Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, or Poland) or rep-
resent language Russian-speaking minorities (Estonia), all the site materials, language 
learning content and marketing information were translated into Russian and Polish in 
addition to Swedish, Finnish and English. 
 
There can be several groupings of people associated with a company. The subdivisions 
of these groupings might vary according to different understandings.  
 
The potentially interested group of people can be referred as a target audience, a spe-
cific group of people at which the product or the marketing message of the product is 
aimed at (Kotler 2000). According to Kotler, the target audience may be formed ac-
cording to such characteristics as age group, gender, marital status, profession, etc.  
Smith (2005) offers an additional division of the concept defining the possible group-
ings, such as the public.  
 
He states that public is a group of people that shares common interest vis-à-vis an or-
ganization and recognizes its significance and sets out to do something about it (Smith 
2005).The gradation of four categories of public, according to Smith, is the following: 
• Customers (receive products or services) and secondary customers (customers 
of customers) 
• Producers (provide input, e.g. produce materials or offer financial resources) 
• Enablers (set the norms or standards, e.g. authorities, municipalities, trade un-
ions, media) 
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• Limiters (reduce or undermine the success of an organization, e.g. competitors, 
opponents) 
 
In this research it is possible to limit the concept to the “target audience” term offered 
by Kotler (Kotler 2000) as this study is examining only the “customer” public group in 
Smiths’ understanding, and the producers, enablers and limiters will not be analyzed. 
 
As Vårdsvenska project aimed at attracting the healthcare personnel to study foreign 
languages, it is possible to divide the potentially interested group in two categories: 
 
1) personnel involved in the healthcare industry 
2) organizations supporting healthcare personnel  
 
Thus, two main aims set for the Vårdsvenska project promotion were: 
• to attract the maximum number of the site users  
• to dissimulate the project results between the organizations dealing with poten-
tial job seekers in the sphere of health care  
 
In the case of Vårdsvenska project by the term “target audience” I will understand 
both the customers represented by the individual healthcare personnel (customers) and 
the organizations (labour unions, funds, and associations) supporting this personnel 
(secondary customers). The Vårdsvenska target audience in the frames of the promo-
tion campaign held in November and December, 2011 consisted of health care per-
sonnel potentially interested in employment in Finland with English or Russian lan-
guage skills regardless age and gender. The field of expertise used as second main crite-
rion was narrowed to junior and medium-level medical personnel and aged care nurses.   
 
5.4 Marketing communication tools 
Communication with the target audience is carried out with the help of a set of tools 
called the marketing communications mix. According to Fill, there are five main mar-
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keting communication tools: advertising, sales promotions, public relations, direct 
marketing and personal selling (Fill 2006).  
 
Kotler defines direct marketing as direct communications with carefully targeted indi-
vidual consumers – the use of telephone, mail, fax, e-mail, the Internet, and other tools 
to communicate directly with specific consumers”(Kotler 2006).  
 
In case of Vårdsvenska promotion direct marketing seemed to be an appropriate tool 
as it enabled targeting specific customer groups accurately, the level of the message 
personalization was also considered high, and the costs of this method were low. 
 
Another marketing communication tool used in the frames of the Vårdsvenska project 
was online advertising. Online marketing is an online advertising form that appears on 
computer screen while consumers are surfing in the web (Kotler 2006). Online adver-
tising uses the Internet for delivering marketing messages for customer attraction, such 
as banners, social network advertising, search engine and contextual advertising. 
 
In the frames of Vårdsvenska promotion campaign both digital and printed promotion 
materials were used. Distributing printed material, such as leaflets and brochures (their 
text is available in the Appendix), was not a part of my responsibilities within the pro-
motion campaign. My task as a project worker was to distribute digital material in order 
to invite new Internet site users using direct and digital marketing tools. 
 
Both marketing communication tools will be described in the subchapters below. 
 
5.4.1 Direct Email Marketing 
As Vårdsvenska is digital product and it is accessible from any computer with the In-
ternet connection, it was decided to use the promotional tools that would make it pos-
sible to access the Vårdsvenska site directly through the link provided in the marketing 
material, i.e. would include functioning hyperlinks to the Vårdsvenska Internet site. 
Thus, direct emailing was chosen from the other direct marketing options. 
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According to Rouse, direct email marketing is a format for email-based campaigns in 
which standalone advertisements are sent to a targeted list of recipients (Rouse 2012). 
The idea behind direct email marketing is to send the information to a smaller group of 
receivers potentially interested in receiving it. This concept contrasts with UCE (unso-
licited commercial e-mail, an electronic promotional message sent without a consum-
er's request or consent).  
 
In the course of promotion campaign the marketing material used in email marketing 
was created in English and then translated in Finnish and Russian, and therefore the 
content of all three language versions was the same. The full text of the email market-
ing materials can be found in Appendix. 
 
Each marketing email consisted of two parts: the promotional text in the body of the 
email and the Vårdsvenska factsheet in the attachment. The factsheets were first creat-
ed in English and translated in Finish and Russian. These documents were distributed 
in PDF format in order to prevent any possible layout modifications by its receivers, as 
the document had three pages. The text of the Russian version of the Vårdsvenska 
factsheet is included in the Appendix. 
 
The Vårdsvenska project workers were not using any email marketing tools, such as 
MailChimp, and the email marketing letters were laid out and sent manually. The de-
scription of the email marketing tools is provided in the Recommendations chapter. 
 
 
5.4.2 Direct Email Marketing Database 
In order to disseminate the information about the project amongst both potential job 
seekers and health care personnel organizations, it was decided to create a new data-
base as neither Learnwell Oy nor Svenska Kulturfonden had similar database in their 
disposal. The creation of this database was assigned to be my task, and the contact in-
formation of the potential customers was to be collected online with the help of the 
search engines (Google search engine for the European and international search and 
Yandex for the Slavic-speaking countries). 
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When designing the database it was important to take into consideration the specific 
features of each country and differences in information accessibility and online cul-
tures. 
 
As Russian healthcare personnel was selected as one of the most important part of 
target audience, it was necessary to have a strong promotion in the Russian-speaking 
Internet. In the course of the data collection it became clear that the majority of the 
healthcare institutions (especially in the non-capital regions) do not have corporate 
email addresses or Internet sites with a forum options. Thus, during the promotion 
campaign in Russia it was necessary to focus also on healthcare-related forums. 
 
In order to reach potential customers the information about the project was also dis-
tributed on the immigration sites and forums as well as amongst medical institutions 
interested in learning foreign languages and Finnish and foreign organizations dealing 
with expatriates with health care related background. The detailed information about 
the reach of the campaign is presented in Campaign stages chapter. 
 
In addition to direct emailing, it was decided to use two types of digital marketing: ad-
vertising on forums and social media marketing as this would complement direct email 
marketing, because distributing information on forums and in social media have some 
additional benefits that will find the description below. 
 
5.4.3 Advertising on forums 
 
Besides the benefits of direct email marketing, such as low-cost and easy product ac-
cessibility directly from the marketing material, it is possible to reach the representa-
tives of the target audience by advertising on forums. Furthermore, some of the articles 
posted on forums are indexed by search engines as thus the information about 
Vårdsvenska became accessible also in a form of a search engine results that appeared 
when the users’ requests concerned learning languages and work migration.   
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According to BusinessDictionary.com, non-commercial advertising is a type of adver-
tising that is typically for the purpose of educating consumers or promoting specific 
ideas usually sponsored by or for a charitable institution or civic group (BusinessDic-
tionary.com 2013-2). As all the services offered to the Vårdsvenska users were free of 
charge and the project had an educating purpose, it is possible to define the project 
advertising as non-commercial. Therefore, posting information on Internet forums was 
not violating the forums’ conduct rules that usually forbid placing commercial infor-
mation. 
 
The information about the Vårdsvenska site was distributed on health-care related pro-
fessional forums and forums for those seeking work placements abroad. The immigra-
tion/migration-related forum treads were chosen regarding the planned direction. 
Therefore, the posts containing Vårdsvenska promotion material was posted on fo-
rums in case the forum participants discussed the possibility to move to the European 
countries and Scandinavia especially. 
 
 
5.4.4 Advertising in social media: Facebook  
 
In this research by social media I will imply a group of Internet based applications built 
on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0 (a platform collaboratively 
and continuously modified by all users) that allows creation and exchange of User 
Generated Content (data added and modified by users) in accordance with Kaplan un-
derstanding (Kaplan 2009). 
 
Nowadays the communication between organizations, communities and individuals 
has been undergoing substantial changes - with the rise of the power of social media, 
modern corporate communication moved far towards democratization processes. Cre-
ation, sharing and consuming social media entries, blog articles, pictures and videos are 
done by both individuals and companies. Spreading information about brands happens 
with and without companies’ permission, but it is still an important decision for a 
company to define if they want to take part in the social media communication. 
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According to Kietzmann, social media can be described using seven functional build-
ing blocks: identity, conversations, sharing, presence, relationships, reputation and 
groups (Kietzmann 2011). Offering networking possibilities itself, Vårdsvenska was 
interested only in some of the abovementioned blocks – the main focus was made on 
sharing (representing exchanging, distributing of receiving content in Kietzmann defi-
nition (Kietzmann 2011) and presence. It might be also possible to narrow the object 
of this sharing to general information and news about the Vårdsvenska project – in 
other words Facebook was used as a tool for project information dissemination rather 
than for building a network with and between potential users. The Vårdsvenska Face-
book group was also meant to serve as an easy-to find link, similar to a bookmark, in 
the social media users’ profiles. 
 
Vårdsvenska project open the Facebook group on November 8, 2011. The promotion 
of Vårdsvenska project in social media was not planned to be intensive and was not 
considered the main instrument for target audience attraction. For this reason, the 
Vårdsvenska promotion campaign did not use the Facebook channels for its purposes 
and intensive Facebook Vårdsvenska group promotion was not performed. 
 
The Facebook "Like" feature allows Facebook users to show their support for specific 
pages, wall posts, statuses, or other content without posting a written comment. When 
users push “like” buttons of any Facebook material, their friends immediately see that. 
As a result, the Facebook “like” tool can be seen as a very effective tool for infor-
mation distribution and, thus, for promotion.   
 
The total number of Vårdsvenska Facebook group likes is 62 (valid for 31.03.2013), 
and the Facebook group statistics shows that the most number of “likes” was received 
on January 15, 2012. 
 
This number suggests that though the promotion within Facebook was not intensive at 
all, this largest number of the “likes” was registered shortly after the campaign was held 
through other channels. It is possible to presume that the social media users became 
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aware of the Vårdsvenska project though promotion letters or word of mouth and later 
made their contribution to the number of “likes” in the Vårdsvenska Facebook group. 
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6 Campaign evaluation 
In this chapter I will provide the information about the Vårdsvenska campaign sched-
ule and stages, explain its process and describe the campaign outcomes basing on the 
statistics materials of the Vårdsvenska project Internet site and Google Analytics ser-
vice.  
 
6.1 Campaign stages 
As it was already mentioned above, the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign was 
held in November and December, 2011. It lasted around three weeks, including the 
time for both marketing material preparation and its dissemination. 
 
The promotion consisted of five campaign stages altogether. Figure 7 below shows the 
duration of each campaign and the number of the contacted institutions or forums 
where the information about the Vårdsvenska project was published. 
Campaign stages Date Target 
Russia 11.11-17.11.11 
74 medical forums, 116 medical and 
healthcare associations 
Finland 17.11-18.11.2011 130 medical associations 
International campaign 21.11-23.11.2011 236 medical associations 
Ukraine, Belarus, Estonia 23.11-25.11.11 
98 medical associations and forums 
(24 in Ukraine, 23 in Belarus, 47 in 
Estonia) 
USA 01.12.-05.12.2011 170 medical association 
 
 Figure 7 Vårdsvenska promotion campaign stages, scheduling and targets 
 
The contact information of the medical associations, institutions as well as the forum 
Internet addresses were collected online using the method of continuous sampling. 
The promotion aimed at maximum coverage of the target audience; thus, it was im-
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portant to deliver the information about Vårdsvenska to the healthcare institutions not 
taking into account their size and regardless their geographical position. The interest in 
changing work places was considered equal for the inhabitants of cities of all sizes.   
 
During the International part of the Vårdsvenska promotion campaign, the project 
information was sent to various international healthcare organizations (world-wide and 
European) as well as institutions in English speaking countries, such as the Great Brit-
ain, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Canada and India. The data on Sweden will 
also be presented separately.  
 
For the sake of convenience the figures on the changes of visits flow only on four 
campaign parts (Russia, Finland, Ukraine-Belarus-Estonia and the USA) will be ana-
lyzed. The conclusion on the results of the international part of the campaign will be 
deducted from the total tendency in the change in the number of the visitors apart 
from the users from other target countries of the Vårdsvenska promotion campaign.  
 
6.2 Vårdsvenska project site statistics 
6.2.1 New users’ registration 
The total number of registered site users on March 1, 2012 was 554. 
Figure 8 below shows the total number of registered users on the Vårdsvenska Internet 
site on March 1, 2012 and the quantity of the users monthly registered on the 
Vårdsvenska site in the period of July, 2011 – February, 2012. 
Date New users/month 
July 2011 6 
August 2011 13 
September 2011 7 
October 2011 14 
November 2011 179 
December 2011 103 
January 2012 144 
February 2012 82 
Total number of registered users 554 
 
Figure 8 Number of monthly registered users on Vårdsvenska site from July, 2011 – February, 2012. 
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According to this table, in November 2011, in the period of the promotion campaign,  
the number of the new registered users reached its peak (179 new Vårdsvenska site 
registrations). The December figures show a certain decrease in the number of the new 
registrations that can be justified by genral lower professional activity in december due 
to the lower number of working days and festive preperations and time-spending. 
January 2012, though, shows another increase in the number of registered users (up to 
144 new users). 
 
Figure 9 below shows the progress in the number of the Vårdsvenska site registered 
users with November and December, 2011 and January, 2012 being most successful in 
terms of new users’ registration. 
 
 
 Figure 9 The change in the number of registered Vårdsvenska users. 
 
 
Figure 10 below shows the percantage division of the new users registration on the 
site. November, 2011(33%), December, 2011 (19%) and January, 2012 (26%) were the 
most active periods of the new users’ registration on Vårdsvenska site. 
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 Figure 10 Monthly distribution of the Vårdsvesnka site reistrations 
 
6.2.2 Users Language Division 
The project users’ registration form was still under the development when the promo-
tion campaign was launched. The country of origin form field was introduced only in 
the late spring of 2012, thus in this research I am analyzing the statistics on native lan-
guage of the registered users instead of the home country data in the registration form.  
 
Figure 11 below shows the total number of registered users and their mother tongue 
division valid for 31.03.2012.  
 Language Number of users 
Finland 441 
Russia 56 
Sweden 39 
English  14 
Polish 4 
Total number of filled forms 554 
 
 Figure 11 The language distribution of the Vårdsvenska registered users 
 
The majority of registered users have Finnish language as their mother tongue (441 
users); Russian-speaking users take the second place (56 users). 
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 Figure 12 The percentage division of the registered users’ mother tongue. 
 
The Finnish-speaking users compose 80% of the total number of the users registered 
at Vårdsvenska Internet site. The Russian speaking users take the second place with 
10% of the total number of registered users. 
 
 
6.3 Google Analytics statistics  
6.3.1 New visitors rate 
Google Analytics is a Google service that generates detailed statistics about a websites’ 
traffic.  For making this research acomplishable, Learnwell Oy provided me with the 
access to the Google Analytics statistics on Vårdsvenska project Internet site. 
 
In the frames of the promotion campaign the task was mainly to attract new site users 
and thus in this research the number of the new users will be evaluated. The users’ 
bouncing rate will not be used in evaluating the success of the promotion campaign as 
it depends on how the purpose and the professional content of the site met the visi-
tor’s expectations and if they found the Vårdsvenska portal functions applicable in 
their current life situations. 
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As it has already been mentioned, the Vårdsvenska promotion campaign took place in 
November and December, 2011, the promotion material preparation was completed in 
the beginning of November, 2011 and the campaign itself started on November, 11 
and ended December 5, 2011.  
 
In order to see the scale and be able to evaluate the reach of the campaign, it would be 
appropriate to include the data on general Vårdsvenska statistics on visitors rate from 
the date of the Internet site launch (August 1, 2011-March 31, 2013). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 13 Change in the number of Vårdsvenska site visitors 
 
Figure 13 shows prominent growth in the number of the Vårdsvenska site visitors after 
the promotion campaign was launched in November, 2011. The analyses of the num-
ber of the site users will be provided below. 
 
In this research two 5-month periods in the Vårdsvenska Internet site statistics re-
trieved from Google Analytics service are compared: 
 
• Period 1: 16 June, 2011 – 16 November, 2011 (before the campaign) 
• Period 2: 17 November, 2011 – 17 March, 2012 (during and after the 
campaign) 
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Figure 14 below shows the number of new visitors in Period 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14 Number of users, 16 June, 2011 – 16 November, 2011.  
 
 
Figure 15 shows the number of new visitors in Period 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Number of users, 17 November, 2011 – 17 March, 2012. 
 
Figures 14 and 15 show positive changes in the number of new site visitors during 
both time periods.  
 
Google analytics also allows determining the average number of new users per week: 
• Period 1: 78 users per week  
• Period  2: 628 users per week 
 
Basing on these figures, it is possible to observe a 795,1% growth in the number of 
new Vårdsvenska project site visitors per week in Period 2 (after the promotion 
campaign launch).  
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Figure 16 shows the change in the number of new visitors after the promotion 
campaign launch.  
 
Country/Territory Visits in Period 1 Visits in Period 2 Growth 
Finland 1,154 7,678 565.34% 
Russia 80 779 873.75% 
Ukraine, Belarus, 
Estonia 
10 + 6 + 22 (38) 
180 + 36 + 72 
(288) 
1,700.00% + 500.0% + 
227.27% (657.89%) 
USA 27 122 351.85% 
Sweden 120 935 679.17% 
Other users 295 884 199.66% 
Total number of 
visitors 
1714 10686 523.45% 
 
Figure 16 The growth of the number of new visitors after the campaign launch.   
 
The change in the new vistors rates for all countries is positive. The total number of 
Vårdsvenska site visitors grew in 535,45%. The most significant changes in the new 
visitors rates in Periods 1 and 2 can  be seen in the following countries: Ukraine 
(+1700%), Russia (873.75%) and Sweden (679.17%). These numbers allow drawing a 
conclusion about the overall campaign success rate.  
 
Basing on the results presented in Figure 8 showing the numbers of registeres 
Vårdsvenska site users and the rate of new users observed in Figure 16, it is possible to 
state that the number of the registered users grew propotionally to the number of the 
new project site visitors. It signifies that the marketing communication was carried out 
successfully:  the potential user’s attention was attracted to the project site and the 
Vårdsvenska site in general meets the target audience regirements, which results in 
their registration. 
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7 Discussion 
 
In this chapter I would like to discuss my personal input in the Vårdsvenska project 
site development and promotion, discuss the research outcomes, and describe the main 
problems faced when working at Vårdsvenska project and my recommendations for 
the further project development. 
 
7.1 Personal input estimation 
For 31.3.2012 the total number of the unique Vårdsvenska site users is 36481. Though 
the promotion campaigns of the scale similar to the one in November and December, 
2011 have not been been held again, the number of visits keeps growing and remains 
sufficient for the all period since the campaign launch.  
 
In my opinion this fact signifies that the results campaign I have participated in should 
be described as positive. My assumption can be supported by the positive feedback of 
Ms Gelfgren, the CEO of Learnwell Oy, to my performance in the course of this 
promotion campaign and to its results.  
 
7.2 Research outcomes 
Analyzing the communication in the Learnwell Oy and evaluateing the results of the 
Vårdsvenska pormotion campaign in this research were of great interest to me. As the 
biggest part of project promotion was accomplished by me during my internship at 
Learnwell Oy, it was especially important from the point of self-assessment. 
Developing the promotion campaign during the work placement and analyzing in 
outcomes are a combination, essential for understanding the functions and processes 
in the real business environment. The examination of the internal and external 
communication of the company acting as the commitioning party of this thesis also 
helped me reazlise the structure of the communications withing and beyond the 
company borders.   
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Basing on the data analyses provided in the chapters above, it is possible to give the 
following answers to the research questions:  
 
1) “What communication channels were used in the frames of Vårdsvenska project?” 
 
In the frames of the Vårdsvenska project both internal and external communication of 
both formal and informal types were carried out. 
 
The Vårdsvenska organizational communication grid was built in accordance with the 
format developed by Thill and Boveé (2008). I chose this approach to the concept as a 
grid they developed helped me understand the overall structure of the communication 
of an organization and as its simplicity makes it applicable to a company almost of any 
structure and filed of operations. 
 
The answer to the first research question “What communication channels were used in 
the frames of Vårdsvenska project?” in the form of a communcational gris can be 
found in the Chapter 4. 
 
The formal internal communication was carried out though such channels as corporate 
Intranet, email, document sharing services, phone calls and text messages, video con-
ferencing, and file sharing tools. The informal internal channels of the Vårdsvenska 
were email, instant messengers, phone calls, text messages and face-to-face conversa-
tions. Amongst the external formal channels it is necessary to mention the Vårdsven-
ska project Internet site, emails, press releases, project factsheet, brochure and online 
advertisements. Another research finding is the fact that in the frames of the project no 
external informal channels were used. There were no communicational problems 
revealed  during the analyses of the communicational tools betweent the project 
workers and thus, there is no necessity for their improval recommendations. 
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2) What evaluation can be given to the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign?  
 
In general, the Vårdsvenska project promotion campaign can be described as success-
ful. Basing on the statistics of the Vårdsvenska site registered users and the new user 
statistics of the Google Analytics service, it is possible to draw the conclusion that 
since the Vårdsvenska project promotion launch in November and December, 2011, 
the number of the Vårdsvenska users dramatically rose and reached the peak of new 
users’ registrations and new site visitors in January, 2012 with almost 800% growth of 
the number new users weekly. 
 
I believe these results can be assessed positively and the results of the campaign may 
be evaluated as successful, taking into consideration the limited number of information 
distribution channels used in this campaign and the necessity to develop a a new email 
reciepients’ list. 
 
Basing on these numbers, it is possible to suggest that planning the promotion cam-
paign following the steps offered by Thornton (2013) was a correct direction in case of 
the Vårdsvenska.  As the promotion campaign was designed form the scratch and 
Learnwell Oy was not involved in the similar campaigns before, some problems faced 
in the course of the Vårdsvenska project promotion will be discussed in the chapter 
below. 
  
  
7.3 Main problems faced  
Due to the absence of a target audience database suitable for direct marketing in the 
frames of the Vårdsvenska project, it was necessary to create a new database. As pur-
chase of a ready database was not one of the expense items in the list of the project 
budget, the new database needed to be created from the scratch. It required much af-
ford as Vårdsvenska employees, including me, have never worked in the health care 
field and did not have developed connections in this sphere. 
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In the CIS countries labor unions tend not to have Internet sites, their contact infor-
mation is not easy to find online, and, therefore, it was hard to reach them in the 
course of campaign, though they could be considered a significant part of the target 
audience. In general, it is necessary to emphasize low online accessibility of the gov-
ernmental institutions on the territory of the CIS countries. At the same time, the ac-
tivity of individual users in the post-soviet countries, e.g. on the Internet forums, can 
be compared to the average European level.  
 
It is not possible to trace the path that led the visitor to the Vårdsvenska site and un-
derstand which type of forums (immigration or professional) was a more successful 
tool in the promotional campaign. As Learnwell Oy was not using any email agents, it 
is possible to get the report on open and click rates of the marketing emails neither. 
 
7.4 Recommendations 
 
Amongst the suggestions for the improvement of the communication in the frames of 
a project promotion campaign similar to the Vårdsvenska case the following ones are 
worth mentioning: 
 
1. It would be reasonable to use mailing agents instead of laying out the promotional 
emails manually. 
 
The email marketing service providers such as MailChimp, iContact, MyEmma or simi-
lar, offer software and web-based solutions for designing and sending out marketing 
email letters, sharing them in social networks, maintaining receivers’ databases and 
tracking emailing campaign results (by providing reports on email open rates, link us-
age, etc.).  
 
Thus, using an email marketing service provider software or system would benefit and 
simplify the task. It could also be called preferable when working with large number of 
promotion letter recipients as reporting they provide can be used for tracking and im-
proving the results of a promotion campaign. These services also make it possible to 
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avoid sending any documents in the attachments by including this document in the 
body of the email. This may be considered to be a useful function that could be used in 
future as many people prefer not to open any attachments in the emails from the un-
known addresses as they might contain viruses.  
 
2. When making a similar type of a campaign in future, it might be a good solution to 
have a stronger promotion in social media such as Facebook.  
 
Nowadays social media rapidly attract new users in the developing countries, and this 
tendency should not be overlooked. If the promotion campaign is targeted at the CIS 
countries or the countries of the former Soviet Union, it would also be sensible to cre-
ate a corresponding group in Vkontakte (www.vk.com), a social network of Russian-
speaking countries numbering over 200 million users. 
 
3. Using other forms of promotion, besides direct marketing and advertising, would 
also be applicable for promotion campaigns of the similar product. For instance, at-
tending professional seminars in the target market countries and presenting the project 
in the professional audiences could also have a positive effect on the project promo-
tion. Advertising in professional printed media such as health care related professional 
magazines could also be one the possibilities. 
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8 Appendix 
Marketing email content, English 
Dear Sir/Madam   
 
We are proud to inform you about the Vårdsvenska project funded by Swedish Cultural Foundation in Finland.  
 
The Vårdsvenska project offers information and tools for health care personnel interested in learning Swedish. On the project site you will find an 
interactive language course, information and tools for employment search, information about Finland and networking possibilities. To find out more, 
please visit www.vardsvenska.fi.   
 
All the study materials and information of the site are free and available in four languages - Swedish, Finnish, English and Russian. In order to access 
some features, you need to register as a user. The registration is free and allows you to create your CV online, to use our large employer database and 
to access hundreds of interactive language exercises.  
 
You can download medical and healthcare flashcards here http://www.scribd.com/doc/46829496/V%C3%A5rdsvenska-medical-picture-flashcards 
and http://www.scribd.com/doc/46829542/V%C3%A5rdsvenska-medical-health-care-vocabulary-picture-and-text-flashcards.   
Health Lingo, a free iPhone application based on the website, is also available in Appstore: http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/health-
lingo/id475290210?mt=8.  
 
The Android version of the application will be available in December, 2011.   
 
We would appreciate it if you could help pass on the information about the project to health care personnel and students.    
 
We hope you find the website useful, and we welcome feedback and questions!   
 
Best regards,  
Vårdsvenska project team 
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Vårdsvesnka Factsheet in Russian 
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Vårdsvenska press releases 
 
 
 
Vårdsvenska press release published in Österbottens Tidning,  19.01.2012              Vårdsvenska press release published in Syd-Österbotten, 
          19.01.2012 
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Vårdsvenska press release published in STT-Lehtikuva, 19.01.2012 
 
 
Vårdsvenska press release published at Svenska Kulturfonden  
Internet site, http://www.kulturfonden.fi, 19.01.2012 
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Vårdsvenska press release published in YLE Internet site, 19.01.2012                Vårdsvenska press release published in Hufudstadsbladet,    
 19.01.2012 
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Vårdsvenska press release published in Västra Nyland, 20.01.2012 
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 Vårdsvenska press release published in Terveydenhuollon Sihteerit-lehti                   Vårdsvenska press release published in Vasabladet.        
 in January 2012                 on 19.12.2012 
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Vårdsvenska Facebook group cover page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Vårdsvenska Facebook Group header, retrieved 03.02.2012 
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Vårdsvenska brochure, page 1 
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Vårdsvenska brochure, page 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
